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which China acknowledges. For the saint may retreat from
the world and despise its conventions, or he may follow the
nobler and more humane course of mingling with it and
co-operating with its best efforts. Such is the Sung ideal,
and Kuo Hsi voices it for the scholars of his age.
In cities like Keai-feng and Hangchou life was good as
well as pleasant, and Marco Polo, who knew Venice in its
glory, exhausts his epithets in praising Hangchou, its gar-
dens and lakes, its palaces and restaurants, as well as the
friendliness and culture of its people. He seems to have
seen nothing of its great artists or philosophers, to have
taken back to Venice no printed book or picture. What
a sensation these would have made in Venice; and how the
sailors of Genoa would have crowded about a specimen of
the compass then being used in China! As it was, Europe
had to wait three centuries for its 'discovery* of printing,
and Marco Polo's own journal is known in many manu-
script editions, while it was not till 1492 that Columbus,
kindled maybe by the keen interest of 'Marco Millioni' in
the wealth of Zipangu or Japan, and in the splendours of
Khambaluk or Peking, set out on his momentous voyage.
II
What are the great and formative elements in this age?
We h^ve mentioned the spirit of freedom and inquiry. We
may place next the quietism of the Ch'an school—a Chinese
development of meditative Buddhism associated with
the names of such 'patriarchs' as Bodhidharma and Hui
Neng.
The earliest documents which tell the strange story of
these masters belong to the Sung era, but there are much
earlier biographies of monks who practised these medita-
tions, and they are of the very essence of Buddhism.
'Without meditation no insight* is one of its axioms, and
meditation is indeed the main task of the Buddhist monk
as almsgiving is of the Buddhist layman in this religion of
enlightenment and compassion. So Buddhism enhanced
and systematized the Chinese tendency to quietism already

